Redis Enterprise Data Migration
Service Packages

The Redis Enterprise product family offers automated tools (RIOT) and services (RDI) for the migration of data from OSS Redis and RDBMS repositories. The Redis Input/Output Tool (RIOT) facilitates fast data migration between OSS Redis instances and Redis Enterprise databases. The Redis Data Integration service supports the automated promotion of data from RDBMS repositories to Redis Enterprise and the ability to propagate data changes out to external data platforms. This service package offers a 5-day data modeling design consulting engagement or a more comprehensive 15-day consulting engagement where our team will provide additional assistance with the tool/service selection, configuration options and document its use with your production deployment. All services are delivered during standard business hours. If you require assistance outside standard business hours, ask about the "Professional Services Premium Consulting Support" service package.

**Discovery & Data Model Design**
5 consulting days

- Redis Developer Workshop
- Data Source & Requirements Analysis
- Data Model Design
  - Identify target Redis data structures
  - Define data mapping strategy
  - Document approach & recommendations
- Review & Finalize Data Model

**Data Model Design & Tool Automation**
15 consulting days

- Discovery & Data Model Design
  - Previous package
- Data Migration Implementation
  - Configure data mappers
  - Execute on Redis PS test clusters
  - Build and document deployment kit
- Assist with Tool Automation Integration

**RDI – Data Promotion**
CDC Ingest

**RDI – Data Propagation**
Write Behind